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Ground breaking 3 Year Warranty included standard with new WG Wi-Fi Systems.

Campbell, California: WG Security Products is pleased to announce an industry setting 3 Year
Warranty, included on all new Wi-Fi enabled EAS Security Systems.

With WG’s new EASNet Cloud application, Wi-Fi enabled EAS systems can be wirelessly accessed to
monitor their operational status and adjusted accordingly without a technician being present. The Wi-Fi
enabled antennas will allow for constant, remote monitoring of the customer’s EAS system. WG is so
confident in the increased performance and reliability of the new Wi-Fi enabled systems, coupled with
remote wireless access, that we will gladly provide the extended the 3 Year Warranty to our customers.

There will no longer be the need for pricey, on-site technician visits for simple system adjustments.
Phasing and tuning are two factors that largely contribute to service calls; the customer will be able to
call into the WG Support Center and have their system diagnosed remotely, from anywhere in the
world. System down time, in the event of a problem, is a large concern for the customer.  With the
installation of a new Wi-Fi enabled system, down time will be reduced to a fraction of the current time.
The customer will not be rendered vulnerable to theft, while waiting for a service technician to arrive on
site. In the event that a technician is required, this will also be covered by the 3 Year Warranty, unheard
of in the EAS industry.

The new M24/7 product line of antennas provide improved system performance, reliability and support,
which continue to be the focus of WG’s world leadership in technology advancements.

For more information, please visit: www.wgspi.com.

WG Security Products, Inc: Incorporated in California in 1998, WG has been turning heads in the EAS industry
with its ingenuity and out-of-the-box thinking since its inception. Our international staff of engineers’ works hard
every day to provide tomorrow's answers to today's questions. Featuring outside-the-box thinking that our
competitors cannot match, WG is bringing loss prevention solutions into the 21st century and beyond.


